LEISURE WORLD MUTUAL FOUR
NEW SHAREHOLDER INFORMATION
A WELCOME FROM YOUR MUTUAL FOUR
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
We hope this information will answer some of the questions you may have about
living in Mutual Four. Each of the 16 mutuals in Leisure World is self-governed and has
its own set of regulations, rules and policies. The rules and operating procedures
explained in this publication have been adopted by the Directors of Mutual Four. lf you
have questions, please contact your assigned Director.
Your Mutual Directors are seven (unless there is a vacancy). Mutual
shareholders who volunteer are elected to serve on the Board of Directors. They
receive no salary or other monetary compensation. As a board, the Directors deal with
physical property maintenance and landscaping, develop the yearly operating budget,
maintain reserve accounts, and address shareholder issues and concerns. Other
volunteer positions are Building Captain, Emergency Preparedness Volunteer, and
Golden Rain Foundation Representative.
Volunteering is important to the overall welfare of this community. You can give
of your time and effort to keep our way of living both pleasant and enjoyable, and our
Mutual expenses at a reasonable level. Your Director can provide the information to
help you become a volunteer.
Also, if you have any ideas or suggestions that might improve the operation of
the Mutual, or ways to make Leisure World an even more enjoyable place to live, please
let us know.

Thank you, and again, your Directors welcome you to Mutual Four.

GENERAL INFORMATION
WHAT
A MUTUAL
'S IS THE GOLDEN RAIN FOUNDATION?
AND WHAT
Mutual Four is one of 16 mutuals in Leisure World. You may think of a mutual as
a type of Home Owner's Association, or HOA. Each mutual is a separate corporation
that provides and maintains living accommodations for its shareholders.
Mutual Four owns 33 apartment buildings, 396 apartments, nine carpoft
buildings, and eight laundry rooms. The apartment you now occupy represents a share
of stock you purchased in Leisure World Seal Beach Mutual Four.
Golden Rain Foundation is a professional corporation with paid staff that
provides services to the mutual and to all Leisure World residents. Each shareholder,
through his or her mutual, contributes financial support to the Golden Rain Foundation.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO LIVE IN A
" COM MO
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N I NTERESTD EVELOPM ENT?
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Living in a common interest development and stock cooperative is different from
owning your own home outside of Leisure World. Our policies and rules may feel
restrictive as compared to owning your own home. lt is very important to understand
the structure of our community. Most people feel that the tradeoff of having the mutual
take care of many responsibilities you once had with your own home is a desirable
alternative.
It may take awhile to fully understand the policies and requirements of living in a
stock cooperative. For example, most improvements and alterations to your apartment
require a permit issued by the Physical Property Department of Golden Rain
Foundation, and you must use a contractor approved by Physical Property. !t is a good
idea to ask your Director before seriously planning a project. Also, everything outside of
your aparlment is "common area" that is owned in common by the Mutual and all of its
resident shareholders.
All property not owned and maintained by Mutual Four, such as club houses,
recreational facilities, and major thoroughfares, or "trust streets", is the responsibility of
Golden Rain.
Once yearly your Mutual conducts a fire and safety inspection. You will receive a
three-day notice prior to the visit by a Director and a Physical Property inspector.
Mutual Four's Bylaws require the Board to abide by the Davis-Stirling Common
lnterest Development Act. Among its many restrictions and protections, the Act
requires fulltransparency in Board communications, prohibits "secret" Director
meetings, and requires a vote of the shareholders regarding any changes to governing
documents.
As a shareholder in the corporation known as Mutual Four, you will receive
important documents from the Stock Transfer Office. These include the Occupancy
Agreement, Mutual Four Articles of Incorporation and its Bylaws, the Golden Rain
Foundation's Articles of lncorporation and Bylaws, and brochures concerning Leisure
World.

OCCUPANCY AGREEMENT
This is a binding agreement that we all signed upon becoming stockholders in
Mutual Four. lt is the basic contract containing the rules of our community, and
provides guidelines for our personal conduct. As an example: you can have parties in
your apartment, but the parties cannot disturb your neighbors. You can have a pet dog,
but the dog cannot bark continually. Your grandchildren can stay with you on vacation,
but they cannot live with you. (No one is permitted to stay with you longer than 60
calendar days per year and you must be home when visitors are staying overnight.)

OPERATING BUDGET AND RESERYES
Annual budgets list normal operating expenses such as utilities, water, grounds
maintenance, etc. To prepare the budget, the Board projects the anticipated costs for
the coming year and allocates funds in each category associated with operating Mutual
Four. Reserve funds are required by law to cover repairs and major future projects,
such as painting and re-roofing. There is a financial report in the Board minutes each
month.

Anytime the Mutual pays for a repair, each residenUshareholder pays a portion of
the cost. To control costs, it is each shareholder's responsibility to treat the grounds
and facilities with care.

POST'NGS

LAUNDRY ROOMS

Board meeting
'ru
agendas are posted at least four days prior to the upcoming
meeting, second Wednesday of each month. Minutes of the meeting are posted as
soon as they are available. Minutes are also circulated around each building for
shareholders to read, sign and pass on.
To adopt new or revised policies, the Board posts 30-day Notices in the laundry
rooms to get opinions from shareholders before the policies go into effect. Residents
can respond on the forms provided, write a letter to the Board, or attend the next Board
meeting and participate in the Open Forum.
Agendas and previous meeting minutes are also posted on the Leisure World
website, lwsb.qonn.
Shareholders have the responsibility to check the laundry room bulletin boards
for all postings.

BUILDING CAPTAINS
Each building has a volunteer Building Captain who helps the Director disburse
information and participate in periodic disaster drills.

GUIDELINES FOR COOPERATIVE LIVING
FIRE PREVENTION AND SAFETY
Smoke alarms must be connected to electricity and "on" at alltimes. lncluded
are the Mutual-provided living room smoke detector and those in the bedrooms.
Walkways to your apartment and patio must remain unobstructed so as to not impede
access by emergency personnel. Malfunctioning equipment such as non-operating
smoke alarms, burned-out walkways or carport lights, and uneven sidewalks, and
electrical and plumbing problems, should be reported to a Director or Service
Maintenance as soon as they are discovered.

APARTMENT ALTERATIONS
Detailed plans and specifications must be presented to the Physical Property
Department before any permits can be issued and any projects begun. Additional
approvals are required from the Mutual and may require a City of Seal Beach permit.
Your contractor will obtain all necessary permits.
Any modifications to your apartment that results in a change from "standard" will
be your responsibility to maintain and no longer the responsibility of Mutual Four.
"Standard" describes equipment and appliances originally a part of the apartment
or replacements obtained from Leisure World. This also includes windows, doors and
patios. Always check with your Director if there is any question regarding standard vs.
non-standard replacements.
At the time of resale, the new buyer will be advised of any non-standard items, in
writing, and accept responsibility for maintaining them.

PAINTING

lnterior...

Residents are responsible for painting the interior of their apartments, with
possible
the
exception of certain ceilings, which may contain heating elements. lf you
want to paint your ceiling, contact the Physical Propefty lnspector to determine if special
paint will be needed.
No permit is required for interior painting.
Exterior... The outside of the Mutual apartments, carports, walls and standard doors
are painted periodically, generally every 15 years, by the Mutual. The interiors of
enclosed patios are not painted by the Mutual. Any remodeling to the apartment's
exterior must conform to the color scheme selected by the Mutual and have Director
approval.

LANDSCAPING AND GARDENING
Turf areas, including the park-like greenbelts and the laws adjacent to walkways,
are referred to as common areas. They are owned by the Mutual, maintained by a
Mutual contractor, and are for the enjoyment of all Mutual shareholders.
The narrow area that borders the base of apartments, called the garden area,
also belongs to the Mutual. Varying in size, the garden areas are for the exclusive use
of the shareholder. Watering, spraying and weeding in this area is the responsibility of
the resident. However, the landscape contractor will weed periodically. lf you prefer to
do your own weeding, place a red flag in your garden. Directors can provide the flags.
Your Director can provide you with a list of plants that, for a variety of reasons,
are not permitted. Be sure to consult this list before finalizing your landscaping plans.
Requests for trees, or tree removal, should be directed to the Landscape
Committee whose recommendation will be considered by the full Board. Certain trees
may not be directly planted in the garden area, but may be acceptable in planters.
Plants growing in pots may not touch apartment walls, nor extend out over the roof.
All special requests for landscaping or gardening must be channeled through
your Landscape Committee. Some services will be at your expense.

GARBAGE NSPASALS
Proper use of your garbage disposal will reduce repair costs. Our aging sewer
Iines require extra precautions. Turn on the cold water just prior to turning on the
disposal and slowly feed the garbage into the disposal. When grinding is complete, turn
off the disposal and let the water continue to run for several seconds.
Do not put material such as potato skins, celery, onion skins, bones, broken
glass and egg shells into your garbage disposal. They go into the green waste
dumpster. Grease and oil, soaked up with paper towels, should also be disposed of in
the trash.
You will be charged for repairs or replacement if you damage the disposal,
lf the disposal will not operate, press the reset button on the underside of the
disposal. Call Service Maintenance if the machine still will not run.

CLEANING STOVE TOPS
The Smart Burners or coil electric burners on the stove tops must be cleaned
carefully. Gently lift a burner and drip pain together as one unit. Do not try to remove
just the burner as this will damage the stove. Separate the burner and drip pan so you
can wash the pan. DO NOT submerge the burner in water. When the drip pan is dry,
slip the burner back into the drip pan, making sure that it fits in the slot on the pan. Hold
the two together and gently reconnect to the stove top.
To clean the area under the burners, lift the front edge of the stove top. Hinges
will permit the top to lift. Raise the brace under the lid to hold up the top.
lf your apartment's cooktop is equipped with Smart Burners, you may find that
cooking times will be longer, and that the burners' cool-down time will also be longer
than standard coil burners. You may want to consider these differences when following
recipes.

PATIOS
Patios are to be kept neat and clean. Tools and gardening equipment not
immediately being used should be stored in a carport or patio cabinet. ltems that
detract from the appearance of the patio, such as indoor furniture, neglected plants, and
laundry are not to be left on the patio. Outdoor furniture is permissible. Barbecues and
hibachis are permitted on the patio, but must be used at least 10 feet away from the
building.

RECYCLING AND TRASH DISPOSAL
Trash and recycle bins are at the ends of the carport buildings. The white bins
are for recyclable items. Your Director can provide you with a list of these. Please
flatten large cardboard boxes. Other recyclables, including newspapers and plastic
bottled, should also be placed in the white bin.
The green bins are for non-recyclable trash and green waste, such as kitchen
trimmings and garden area clippings. Bins are emptied twice weekly.
Items too large to fit into the bins, such as old furniture, packing crates, etc. MAY
NOT be left in the area. You may call Service Maintenance for their pickup, at your
expense, or take them to the large dumpsters near the Mini Farms on Oak Hills Drive. lf
you see other residents leaving any materials near the bins, please remind them that
this is rlot allowed. Or, if you prefer, cali Security immediately and report the violation.
Contractors are not allowed to place their trash in our bins. Report this violation
to Seeurity with as rnuch information as possib[e.

LAUNDRY ROOMS
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Our laundry facilities are exclusively for the use of Mutual Four shareholders.
Non-residents are not permitted to use our washers or dryers, nor are Mutual Four
residents allowed to wash clothing for persons not living here. An exception is allowed
for a full time caregiver who lives with the Mutual Four resident.
Laundry room hours are 7 a.m. to 9 p.m., Monday through Saturday, and B a.m.
to 9 p.m. on Sunday.
Please obey the Laundry Room rules, posted on bulletin boards in the laundry
rooms. Do not put wet, hand-washed laundry in the dryers, as they are designed to
accommodate wash that has been thoroughly spun dry. The outside clothes lines are
for that purpose. Tinting items in the washers, washing sandy or greasy clothes, or
washing rubber-backed rugs, is strictly prohibited.
Replacement, repair and maintenance costs of laundry machines is shared by all
Mutual Four residents. We all have to pay extra if our facilities are abused.
lf any laundry equipment is malfunctioning, please put an out-of-order slip on the
machine, call your Director with the machine's number, and describe the problem.

FRONT DOOR TOCKS
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Locks should not be changed without notifying your Director. When a new lock
and/or dead bolt is installed, an extra key should be inseded into the special lock box
approved by the Mutual and fastened near the door. If it becomes necessary in an
emergency to enter your apartment, Security and/or medical personal will open this lock
box with a special key and use the extra key to reach you quickly. lf you fail to provide
a spare key and emergency personal are forced to break into your residence, you will
be responsible for any damage.

c4RPORTS
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Carports are to be used for parking one car or truck, or one golf cart or electric
scooter or motorcycle - all of which must be in operating condition. Disabled vehicles
may be towed at owner's expense. The City of Seal Beach has an ordinance
prohibiting oil drippings in carports. Therefore, you must keep your carport clean and
oil-free.
All vehicles must be parked headed in and may not extend beyond the roof line.
Cars and trucks must have current license plates/tags and be covered by liability
insurance. All vehicles in the carports must have a valid Leisure World decalwith
Mutual Four imprint, or valid temporary parking permit obtained from your Director.
Boats and Boat trailers are not allowed in the carports.
Bicycles, grocery carts and ladders may be placed in front of your vehicle. All
other items must be completely contained in the carport cabinets or removed from the
carport. Storage of combustibles of any kind, including paint, paint thinner and gasoline
is strictly prohibited.
The shareholder is responsible for the cost of repairs for any damage to his/her
carport space.
ln Mutual Four, you may rent out your carport, but only to another Mutual Four
resident. To do so, obtain a form from Stock Transfer, fill it in completely, with both
signatures, and have it approved by your Director.

GUESTS
As the legal resident, your apaftment is for your exclusive use. Extended visits
by family or other persons are limited to 60 days per person per calendar year.
Except under emergency circumstances, guests are not allowed to stay overnight
in your apartment unless you are at home.
Guests are not allowed to bring pets into Mutual Four unless they are "service
animals" and have been approved by your Director.
Children must be accompanied by you when walking in the Mutual or in the Club
Houses. Skates, skate boards or scooters are not to be used by guests. Children are
not allowed to ride bicycles or tricycles unless closely accompanied by you; nor are
children permitted to drive an electric scooter or golf cart.

GUEST PASSES
Guest passes should be distributed only to those persons visiting you on a
frequent, regular basis. Occasional visitors can be admitted simply by calling the
Security office at the front gate on the day of the visit.
For security reasons, you are not allowed to give guest passes to anyone for
commercial purposes, nor to caregivers. The Stock Transfer office can provide special
passes for caregivers who are qualified to work in Leisure World.

PATIO, CARPORT AND ESTATE SATES
A patio/carport sale is the sale of used goods by private individuals. Patio sales
on or in your apaftment, or in your carport must be approved 48 hours in advance by
your Director, who will provide the application form. The LW Weekly requires a copy of
the approved form before accepting your ad. No more than one sale during any threemonth period is allowed.
For estate sales, which involve items throughout all or most of an apartment, the
approved form must be accompanied by a list of the major items to be sold. The form
and this list must then be given to Security, along with a list of outside people expected
to attend the sale.

CAREGIYERS
Occasionally, shareholders need the assistance of a caregiver. Most caregivers
are honest and reliable. However, there also are individuals serving as caregivers who
are neither honest nor trustworthy. To better ensure that Mutual Four shareholders are
safe in their own homes, all residents must abide by the Mutual Caregiver Policy. This
can be found on website www.lwgb-conr, Policy 7557.04, or at www-hrysb"con?trudliJz[, or
in the Leisure World Librarv.
AII caregivers are required to register at the Stock Transfer Office and wear a
caregiver badge at alltimes.

FILE OF LIFE
For emergency reasons, you should have important information readily available,
including: whom to notify, with telephone number; your doctor and telephone number;
and all medications that you use. This information can be safely kept in a File of Life.
File of Life packets can be obtained by contacting your Director. After you
complete the form, place the packet on your refrigerator or tape it inside your medicine
cairinet for emergency personnel to ccs"rsr-ift. Xt is irnportant to keep this information as
eurrent as possible.

PEIS AND WILDLIFE
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Pets are permitted in Mutual Four, subject to rules and policies which include: a
limit of one dog or cat per apartment, a maximum weight of 25 pounds per pet, pet
registration in the Stock Transfer Office, adequate liability insurance, and a current Seal
Beach city pet license, if required.
Please feed pets inside your apartment.
Do not feed birds, rabbits, squirrels or other wildlife. This will help keep coyotes
and rodents away from our apartments.

USE OF LEISURE WORLD FACILITIES
You are encouraged to use all of Leisure World's many community facilities. Please
carry your Golden Rain Foundation Resident lD card with you, especially if you would
like to check out books or tapes from the Library.
The following rules for facilities' use are established by the Golden Rain
Foundation:
Your guests will not be allowed in such facilities as the swimming pool, golf
course, wood shops, and shuffleboard area. Guests who are at least 18 years old may
use the ping pong and billiard rooms when accompanied by a resident. Guests are also
welcome at the Amphitheater during the summer concert season. However, during the
most popular of performances, only one non-resident guest may attend with a resident.
Caregivers may attend with their employer and must wear their Leisure World lD badge.
The LW Weekly will carry information regarding the number of guests permitted for each
performance.
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CHARGES FOR REPLACEMENTS AND REPA'RS
Responsibility for payment to replace or repair items in Mutual Four apartments
are listed below. This information is subject to change and is not all-inclusive. lf
malfunction of the item is your fault, then you will be responsible for all charges. The
Service Maintenance Department, Physical Property Department, or your Director will
determine if the damage is due to normal wear or due to abuse or misuse, and assign
the responsibility.

RES'DENT RESPO
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N S I B I LITY

Counter tops
Skylights
Heat pumps and other HVAC equipment
Patio lockericabinet
Shower glass
Bedroom smoke alarms
Torn or cut window screens
Screen door
Added towel bars
Stove burner drip pans
Ceiling fans
Sliding glass doors
Wall heater
lnterior floor and wall coverings
Toilet stoppages when only a plunger is needed to clear
Replacernent of toilet seats

Cook Top (standard only)
Oven (standard only)
Refrigerator (standard o nly)
Living Room smoke alarm
Kitchen/bathroom fan (standard only)
Water heater (standard only)
Sink stoppages
Toilet stoppages if an auger is needed
Garbage disposal (standard only)
Original ceiling heat and thermostats
Standard door, door bell and door knob
lf you are unsure about financial responsibility regarding repairs or replacements,
please contact your Mutual Director. The Mutual Board will have the final decision
regard ing responsibility for charges.

EXAMPLES OF ABUSE BY SHAREHOLDERS
Not using a Golden Rain-approved contractor or failing to have necessary
permits.
Having electrical work done by someone not licensed and not approved by
Golden Rain.
Planting or removing plants from the common area outside of your garden area.
Placing any object on the turf area that impedes mowing.
Misusing the garbage disposal.
Misusing washers and dryers.
Using the wrong type of ceiling paint.
Slamming the shower door, resulting in broken glass.
Cutting window screen to gain attendance to an apartment.
Wiring electrical appliances illegally.
Placing decals or holes in the shower.
Burning holes or scorch marks into the counter top.
Overloading cabinet drawers.
Overloading electrical outlets and improperly using extension cords.
Failing to abide by Mutual policies and Board requests.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS REQUESTS
For normal maintenance and repair requests that do not require immediate
attention, call Service Maintenance at 431-3548 weekdays B a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
lf emergency repairs are required on weekends or evenings, call Security at 5944754 and an emergency plumber or electrician will be dispatched. "Emergencies"
include short circuits, plumbing stoppages, broken water lines, and refrigerator
malfunction.

LIABII-ITY INSURANCE
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Ask your agent for HO-6 coverage and ensure that all of your own apartment
upgrades are covered. Remember: the Mutual owns and insures the building where
you live, but it does nof insure your belongings or your upgrades. You need liability
insurance in case your actions cause damage to your unit or your neighbor's apartment.
Your insurance agent will provide you with a copy of your policy. lt is your responsibility
to verify that it provides adequate replacement coverage,

WEBSITES AND WEEKLY NEWSPAPER
Three weekly amenities will help keep you in touch with your neighbors and the
Leisure World community: LW Weekly, and the Leisure World and Mutual Four
websites. The weekly newspaper is delivered to your door by Thursday mornings. The
websites are filled with useful information, and provide access to all Leisure World and
Mutual Policies. The two websites can be found in the Leisure World phonebook.

IMPORTANT LW TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Service Maintenance
562-431-3548
Secu rity, visitor cleara nce
and after-hours maintenance
562- 594-4754
Administration Office
562-431-6586
Et
Transfer
Sfock
Finance (Accounting)
't
Recreation
't
Physical Property
'r
Golden Rain Board
'r
Sea/Beach Police
562-795-5410
Long Beach Animal Control
562- 570-7387
(for injuredpefs and coyote sightings)

ext.347
ext,336
ext.324
ext. 351
ext,303

COM M U N ITY TELEPHO N E N U MBERS
Seal Beach Police Department 562-795-5410
Seal Beach City Hall
562-431-2527
Seal Beach Animal Care
562-430-4993
Long Beach Animal Control
562-570-7387
Golden Age Foundation
562-431-9589
800-655-4444
Southern California Edison
Frontier (Verizon)
800-837-4966
Spectrum(Time-Warner)Cable 800-206-7173
Yellow Cab Taxi
s62-435-6111
Goodwill lndustries(donations) 562-435-3411
Salvation Army (donations)
800-958-7825
For a version of this publication in another language, access through
Www.Jwsb.com/mut04

Mutual President
Mutual Director
Building Captain
ffievised ffiee ZCI"!7

